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2.1 Introduction
Nuclear chemistry deals with the study of composition of the nuclei of

atoms, nuclear model, nuclear forces, radioactive materials and nuclear reactions.
The energies involved  in some of the nuclear reactions are million times greater
than those in the chemical reactions. The nuclear energy holds out is great hope
for the future as the present natural resources of energy are fast approaching
exhausion. The application of radioactive isotopes as ‘tracers’ has become an
important tool in scientific and industrial developments.
2.2 Model of Nucleus

The nature of forces between nucleons has not been elucidated sufficiently.
Therefore simplifying assumptions are made in attempts to build models of
nuclear processes. The usefulness of any particular model in judged by comparing
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the theoretical and experimental results. If agreement between the theory and
experiment is observed, the nuclear model may be considered as correctly
imparting nucleus the main features of the structure of the nucleons. At present
several nuclear models are in wage. None of them is universal in the sense that
all experimental facts can be understood on the basis of a single model. Each of
the model is suitable in the study of a restricted number of nuclear processes.
Here we shall describe only two model.
Nuclear Shell Model :

This model was proposed by Haxel, Mayer Feenberg, Noradheion and
others. We know that electrons are arranged in different shells and orbitals
which may be described by four quantum numbers. Similarly it is proposed that
nucleons are arranged in the shells having discrete energy levels satisfying
certain quantum-mechanical conditions. Thus the properties of nucleus depend
on the number of protons and neutrons in the nucleus. The protons and
neutrons are packed into separate shells (Called nuclear shell) within the
nucleus. A nuclear shell contains a definite number of neutrons and/or protons.
As the capacity of each level is reached, a close shell is forused. The filled shell
m (Close shell) is more stable than the other shellls. Nuclei with 2, 8, 20, 50, 82
or 126 neutrons or protons are particularly more stable. There numbers are
called as Magic number. In this model the motions of individual nucleons are
considered, and hence also called as Single Particle model and it is mainly
applicable to the nucleus in the ground state.

A nucleus which has filled shells is more stable than one which has
unfilled shells. Extra stable nuclei are thus analogous with the inert gas atoms
ahiels have filled electronic shell. The elucidation of the laws governing the
number of nucleons in filled nuclear shell is however, no so readily possible as
is in the case of electrons. Though the Pauli Exclusion principle applies, theoretical
task is much more difficult due to the following facts.

There are two different types of nucleons as compared to electrons. Unlike
the extra nuclear electrons, nucleons are not subjected to the attractions of a
central force of electrostatic origin the nature of internucleonic forces are not
fully understood.

The evidence for a kind of shell structure and a limited number of allowed
energy states suggests that a nucleon moves in some kind of effective potential
well created by the forces of all the other nucleons. This leads to energy
quantization in a manner similar to the square well and harmonic oscillator
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potentials. Since the details of the well determine the energies, much effort has
gone into construction of potential wells for the modeling of the observed nuclear
energy levels. Solving for the energies from such potentials gives a series of
energy levels described below. The labels on the levels are some what different
from the corresponding symbols for atomic energy levels.  The energy levels
increases with orbital angular momentum quantum number 1 and the s, p, d, f
........ symbols are used for  l = 0, 1, 2, 3 ...... just like the atomic case. But there
is really no physical analog to the principal quantum no. n, so the numbers
associated with the level just start at n = 1 for the lowest level associated with a
given orbital quantum number, giving such symbols as 1g which could not occur
in the atomic lebeling scheme. The quantum number for orbital angular momentum
is not limited to n as in the atomic case.
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In addition to the dependence on the details of the potential well and the
orbital quantum number, there is sizable spin-orbit interaction which splits the
levels by an amount which increases with orbital quantum number. This leads to
the overlapping levels as shown above. The subscript indicates the value of the
total angular momentum j and the multiplicity of the state is 2j + 1. The
contribution of proton to the energy is some what different from that of a
neutron because of the coulombs repulsion, but it makes little difference in the
appearance of the set of energy levels.

With this set of identified nuclear states and the magic numbers, we can
predict the net nuclear spin of a nucleus and represent its nuclear state by
based on the identification of the level of the odd nucleon in the order of states
shown above. The parity of the state can also be predicted, so the single particle
shell model has shown itself to be significant benefit in characterizing nuclei.
Merits of the shell model :

The success of the shell model arises from its ability to explain the
periodicity in the nuclear properties, prediction of the spin and parities of odd
nuclides.
Evidence of the shell model :

The existence of the magic numbers i.e. 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, 126 suggests
close shell configuration, like the shells in atomic structure. Other forms of
evidence suggesting shell structure include the followings.

(i) Enhanced abundance of those elements for which proton or neutron
is a magic number

i.e. 8O16,  50Sn114,  82Pb208,  etc.
(ii) The stable elements at the end of the naturally occuring radioactive

series have a ‘magic number’ of neutrons or protons 82Pb.
(iii) The mean binding energy for the elements having magic no. of neutrons

or protons are particularly high.
(iv) The binding energy for the last neutrons is a maximum for a magic

neutron number and drops sharply for the next neutron added.
(v) The neutron absorption cross-sections for isotopes, where neutrons

are equal to magic number, are much lower than surrounding isotopes.
(vi) The excitation energy from the ground nuclear state to the first

excited state is greater for closed shells.
(vii) Electric quadrupole moments are near zero for magic number nuclei.
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2.3 Liquid Drop Model
The liquid drop model is a statical model developed by Niels Bohr and

Wheeler and independently by Frenkel arround 1937. It is suggested that the
nucleus is analogous with a small electrically charged drop of liquid. Nucleus is
homogeneous entity consisting of a certain number of protons and neutrons as
in an ideal solution. The interaction force involved among the nucleons assumed
to short range and is charge spin independent. The energy of interaction among
the nucleons is a continuous function of the mass of the nucleus and hence of
the total number of nucleons present.

The following analogies hold between a small drop of liquid and a nucleus.
(ii) An atomic nucleus and a drop of liquid both are incompressible and

homogenous. Density of atomic nucleus and a drop of a particular liquid are
same throughout.

(ii) The drop is spherical because of Symmetrical surface tension forces
which act towards the centre. The nucleus is assumed to be spherical.

(iii) The molecules in a liquid drop and nucleons in the nucleus both
interact over short ranges. The interaction energy of nucleons is proportional to
A (Mass no.)

(iv) If the thermal agitation is increased by raising the temperature of
liquid, evaporation of molecules take place. If energy is given to the nucleus by
a bombarding particle, a compound nucleus is formed which emits nucleons
almost immediately.

(v) If a drop of liquid grow by adding droplets, it tend to separate into two
parts. Like drop, if nucleus captures the neutron, the nuclear fission may
occurs.

(vi) Deexcitation of liquid drop may takes place by cooling, evaporation,
rupture of drop into droplets. Like this nucleus may be deexcited by emission of
radiation, emission of nucleons or by nuclear fission.
Merits of the liquid drop model :

(i) The liquid drop model explains the behaviour of nuclei in excited
state.

(ii) This model is also capable of enplaning the phenomenon of nuclear
fission. When a nucleus absorbs a neutron falling on it. It forms a compound, it
nucleus of high energy. The extra energy may set up a series of a rapid
oscillation in the spherical compound nucleus. As a result of these oscillation,
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the shape of the nucleus may change from spherical to ellipsoidal and then
breaks into nearly of equal size.

Spherical Ellipsoidal Dumb bell Nucleor separation
Compound shaped

nnclcns

(iii) The liquid drop model provides the basis for the Weizsaecker equation
(Semi-empirical mass equation) for calculation of binding energies of nuclei and
hence their atomic masses.
Semi-empirical mass formula :

The total binding energy of an atom is given by
B = 931m Mev

is able to know the mass of an atom. m is mass loss in the synthesis of an
atom.

The liquid drop model predict the binding energy of a nucleus in terms of
the numbers of protons and neutrons it contains. Weizsaekar proposed a simple
formula for the nuclear binding energy and is also called as semi-empirical mass
formula. This equation has five terms on its right hand side.

B = Bv + Bs + Bc + Ba + Bp
Volume Surface Coulomb assymetry Pairy
energy energy energy energy energy

(i) Volume energy—Volume energy is proportional to the volume of
nucleus, which is the main part of the nunclear binding energy. The volume of
the nucleus is proportional to A. So this term is proportional to the volume.

Volume energy = av A
av is the constant.

(ii) Surface energy—A nucleon at the surface of a nucleus interacts with
fewer other nucleons than one in the interior of the nucleous and hence its
binding energy is less. This surface energy term takes that into account and is
therefore negative and is proportional to the surface area of the nucleous.

Bs = – as A2/3
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(iii) Coulomb energy—The electric repulsion between each pair of protons
in a nucleous also contributes towards decreasing its binding energy. As each
proton is repelled by (Z – 1) protons, the total coulomb energy is proportional to
Z(Z – 1)e2/R.

Hence Bc = – ac z z
A
( )

/
1

1 3

(iv) Asymmetric energy—An energy needed as a correction when the
number of neutrons is greater than the number of protons. The presence of
excess neutrons brings in asymmetry energy or neutron excess energy which
lowers the binding energy and is equal to

Ba = aA A Z
A
 2 2b g

(v) Pairing energy—Complete pairing of protons with protons and neutrons
with neutrons contributes positive to binding energy. The contribution is equal
in magnitude but negative in sign if a proton and a neutron both remain
unpaired.

The pairing terms is

B a A
for even Z even N
for odd Z odd N
for odd A
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The total binding energy of a nuclens is given by combination of the
energy terms
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Using  A & Z, we may calculate the Binding Energy.
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2.4 Nuclear Reactions and their Types
When a nuclear particle or a nucleon gets in also contact with another

composite nucleus, the incident particle and the target nucleus from a composite
system and after short while reaction is produced, this phenomenon is called
nuclear reaction.

The first conversion of one atom into another was observed by Rutherford
(1919) Who detected the presence of long range protons when energetic
–particle from radium were passed through N2 gas.

7N14 + 2He4   8O17 + 1H1

Bohr’s theory of Compound nucleus :
Bohr assumed that when nuclei are bombarded with projectiles, the incident

particles enters the nucleus to form metastable nucleus which is called as
compound nucleus having a life time of 10–14 to 10–12 second. During this
interval the additional energy from the projectile is distributed throughout the
nucleus. This results in an unstable or critical condition so that eventually one
particular nucleus or a combination of nucleus acquire sufficient energy to
escape there by, leaving behind more stable structure.

Bohr theory describe the formation and breaking down of a compound
nucleous as two separate steps which are independent of each other except as
to the energies involved.

The compound nucleus so formed possesses the following characteristics.
(i) State of compound nucleus is independent of the way it was formed.
(ii) The life period of compound nucleus is of order of 10–14 to 10–12 sec.

This time is long compared with natural nuclear time.
(iii) The products formed and the amount of energy released depend upon

the energy of the compound nucleus.

11Na24 + 2He4 13Al26 + 2 on1

12 Mg27 + 1H113 Al27 + on1
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Nuclear reactions and Chemical reactions :
The followings are the differences between nuclear reactions and chemical

reactions.
(i) Chemical reactions take place by involving electrons of outer orbitals

while nuclear reactions involve by emission of sub-atomic particles.
(ii) The radioactive properties of radioactive element is independent of

state of chemical combinations. The radioactive properties of Ra in
Racl2 and RaSo4 are same.

(iii) The nuclear reactions are independent with the effect of temp, pressure
while chemical reactions depends.

(iv) The energy changes in the chemical reactions is very-very smaller in
comparison to the energy changes in the nuclear reactions.

Types of Nuclear reactions.
Nuclear reaction may be classified as
(A) In terms of overall transformation.
(B) In terms of nature of bombarding particles.
(A) In terms of overall transformation.
The following types of nuclear reactions can be distinguished.
(i) Projectile Capture reaction—In these type of nuclear reactions the

bombarding particles is absorbed by the target with or without emission of
-radiation. Proton capture is only common with nuclei of low mass number but
neutron capture is very common.

6C12  + 0n1     6C13 + 
92U238  + 0n1     92U239 +

(ii) Projectile capture and particle emission reaction—The emission,
penetration of a nucleus by a projectile is usually followed by the emission of
one or more particles from the compound nucleus. The nature of emitted particle
or particles depend largely upon the energy of the particle.

7N14 + 0n1     6C14 + 1H1

9F19  + 0n1      7N16 + 2He4

(iii) Fission Reactions—A fission reaction is one in which a heavy nucleus
is splitted into two or more medium heavy fragments by bombarding with a
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projectile particle. The process is usually accompanied by neutron emission and
rarely by other particle ejection. The fission process occurs with nearly all nuclei
having mass number above 200 when bombarded with neutrons or other particles
of sufficient energy.

A typical fission reaction is
92U235  + 0n1     56Ba141 + 36Kr92 + 2-3 0n1 + 198 Mev

During fission process a mass of 0.225 amu per Uranium atom undergoes
conversion into energy. (according to Einstein law E = mc2). The neutron so
produced bombard other Uranium nuclei producing more and more neutron
with evolution of tremendous amount of energy.

Fission processes are mostly used for
(a) Powerful explosion (Atomic bomb)
(b) Super power plants (Nuclear reactors)
(iv) Fusion reaction—Isotopes of lighter elements may fuse together to

form stable and heavier nuclei with the release of large amounts of energy.
Potential energy barrier for such reactions are extremely high. Only at very-very
high temperature of the order 108°C these barriers may be overcome. /If is
believed that energy of sun as well as other stars are derived from such fusion
rections.

A typical fusion reaction
1H2  + 1H3      2He4 + 0n1 + 17.6 Mev

The other probable nuclear fusion reaction involved are
1D2  + 1H1      2He3 +
1D2  + 1D2      1D3 + 1H1

(v) Spallation reaction—In this type of reaction the heavy nuclei are
broken into smaller fragments having atomic number 10 to 20 units lower than
original nucleus. For the spallation reaction the projectile must be of high speed
with energies about 400 Mev.

Spallation differs from ordinary nuclear reaction to the extent that in the
ordinary type of reaction the nucleus in rarely reduced in the atomic number by
more than two.

Spallation differs from fission reactions in that the spallation reaction is
not self sustaining. Moreover the change in mass for spallation reactions is not
so much as that in fission.
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33 75 1 2 200 25 56 1 1 0 19 12As D Mn H nMev    
29 75 2 4 400 17 37 1 1 0 114 16Cu He Cl H nMev    
92 238 2 4 330 74 187 1 1 0 120 35U He W H nMev    

[B] In terms of nature of bombarding particles :
The majority of changed particle reactions fall into one of the following

classes.
(i) Nuclear reactions induced by protons—Such reactions are usually

endoergic because exchange of one proton and neutron involves (1.00893–
1.00813) 0.0008 mass unit. Consequently proton must have not only enough
energy to penetrate potential energy barrier but also sufficient energy to balance
the loss of mass. Some typical reactions are

(p, n) type :
11Na23 + 1H1  12Mg23 + 0n1

5B11 + 1H1  6C11 + 0n1

(p, ) type :
7N14 + 1H1  8O15 + 
6C12 + 1H1  7N13 + 

(p, ) type :
3Li7 + 1H1  2He4  + 2He4

7N14  + 1H1  6C11 + 2He4

(p, d) type :
4Be9 + 1H1  4Be8 + 1H2

other proton induced reactions such as (p, 2n), (p, 3n) have been observed
but the energy requirement of there reactions are too low then to be common.

(ii) Nuclear reaction induced by deutrons—Deutron is particularly effective
projectile for nuclear reactions because a relatively small amount of energy
(about 2 Mev) is sufficient to cause its rupture into proton and neutron. Its
comparatively large mass effect, the deutron is inherently energetic.

(d, p) type :
11Na23 + 1D2  11Na24  + 1H1

3Li7 + 1D2  3Li8  + 1H1
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(d, n) type :
1H2 + 1H2  2He3 + 0n1

3Li6 + 1H2  4Be7 + 0n1

(d, t) type :
3Li7 + 1H2  3Li6  + 1H3

15P31  + 1H2  15P30 + 1H3

(d, ) type :
20Ca40 + 1H2  19K38 + 2He4

6C12 + 1H2  5B10 + 2He4

(iii) Nuclear reactions induced by particle—Large coulombic repulsion
between projectile and nuclei, this type of reactions are comparatively inefficient.
The high potential energy barrier of heavy nuclei can not be penetrated by
particle unless these particles have greater kinetic energy.

(, p) type :
9F19 + 2He4  10Ne22 + 1H1

7N14 + 2He4  8O17 + 1H1

(, n) type :
6C12 + 2He4  8O15 + 0n1

4Be8 + 2He4  6C11 + 0n1

(, 2n) type :
94pu239 + 2He4  96Cm241 + 20n1

95Am241 + 2He4  97Bk243 + 20n1

(iv) Nuclear reactions induced by neutrons—The neutron being a neutral
particle is not subjected to electrostatic repulsion when it approaches atomic
nucleus. Consequently it is most versatile and most widely used as atomic
projectile. All elements except. He have been transmitted by neutrons.

(n, ) type :
13Al27 + 0n1  11Na24  + 2He4

11Na24  12Mg24  + –1e0

(n, p) type :
11Na23 + 0n1  10Ne23 + 1H1

10Ne23 11Na23 + –1e0
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(n,) type :
18Ar40 + 0n1  18Ar41  + 
18Ar41 19K41 + –1e0

(n, 2n) type :
19K39 + 0n1  19K38 + 20n1

19K38  18Ar38 + +1e0

2.5 Q-Value, Cross Section and Critical Size
Q-Value (Nuclear reaction energies) :

The overall energy liberated or taken up in a nuclear process is called the
nuclear reaction energy and is generally represented by the symbol Q. The value
of Q may be positive or negative depending on the nature of the process.

If the target nucleus of energy Mx and a projectile of energy Ma + Ea implies
on it with the result, a product nucleus of energy My + Ey and a particle of
energy Mb + Eb are formed. Then on the basis of conservation of energy, the
nuclear reaction can be written as

Mx + (Ma + Ea) = (My + Ey) + (Mb + Eb)
or, (Mx + Ma) – (My + Ey) = Ey + Eb – Ea

Mi – Mf = Ef – Ei
m = –(Ei – Ef)
m = –E = Q

Hence, we can
Mx + Ma = My + Mb + Q

Of Q 7 > 0, the nuclear reaction is called as exoergic just like ordinary
chemical reaction and if Q < 0 the reaction in endoergic.
Cross Sections for nuclear reactions :

The probability or (efficiency) of a nuclear reaction can be defined in terms
of the number of particle emitted (or of nuclei undergoing transmutation) for a
specified number of incident particles. A more general consistent method is to
express the interaction probability by means of a quantity called the nuclear
cross section. It represents the effective area of cross section of a single nucleus
of given species for a particular reaction. Thus, when the probability of the
process is high, the nuclear cross section will be large on the other hand, when
the probability is low, the cross section will be small.
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The probability that a particular type of nuclear reaction will be produced
due to particles incident on target, depends upon the number of nuclei of the
target available for reaction per unit volume and also on thickness of the target.

p n1 l
n1 = number of target nuclei per unit volume
l = thickness of the target
p = probability
Hence, p = =  

p
n l1

* This probability constant is generally known as cross section of  a
nuclear reaction and has dimension of an area.

   

p

n l1
If n1 = 1/c.c

l = 1 cm
p = per sq.cm.

Hence cross section of nuclear reaction is therefore defined as the probability
that any projectile ‘a’ will produce a nuclear reaction if the target has one
nucleus per cm2 facing it.

Cross section is associated with each type of nuclear reaction. When an
incident particle is simply scattered, we call it a scattering cross section when it
is absorbed and a reaction product is produced which is different from initial
particles then the cross-section is said to be reaction cross section r. If target is
fissile and fusion reaction take place, then cross section is called fission cross
section.
Critical Size :

The critical size of a system containing fissile (and fissionable) material is
defined as the size for which the number of neutrons produced in the fission
process just balances those lost by leakage and by capture. The critical size is
not a constant, but depends on the isotopic composition of the fissile nucleus,
the proportion of moderators, the shape and arrangement of the materials, and
the presence of various substances causing parasitic capture of neutrons.

If a system is smaller than the critical size i.e. Subcritical, neutrons are
lost at a greater rate than they are reproduced by fission, and hence a self-
sustaining chain reactor will be impossible. It is essential, therefore, that the
size of the fuel-moderator lattice should be equal to or larger than the critical

a

dl
1 sg.cm
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value, i.e. supercritical, fission chain is maintained. The number of neutrons lost
by escape depends on the external surface area, whereas the number of fission
neutrons released determined by the volume. To minimize the loss of neutrons
by escape it is necessary, therefore to decrease the ratio of area to volume.
Nuclear Reactors :

Nuclear energy produced by nuclear fission reactor in controlled condition
can be used for peaceful purpose rather than destructive purposes. The device,
which carry out nuclear fission reaction in controlled condition, is called nuclear
reactor. Numerous reactors of different designs, intended for a variety of purposes,
have been constructed in all part of the world.

In spite of numerous possible variations in the design and components of
nuclear reactor systems, there are a number of general features which all
reactors posses in common.

All them reactors can be classified into two groups depending mainly on
the type of moderator and the fissionable materials used.

(i) Homogeneous Reactors—In this type of reactors, moderators and
fuels are in some phase. In such reactors, heavy water (D2O) and solutions of
uranyl sulphate are used.

(ii) Heterogenous Reactors—In this type of reactors, moderators and
fuels are in two different phases. Here graphite is used as moderator while
fissionable materials are distributed through graphite in a lattice.

Some of common features of nuclear reactors are described as
(i) The material containing the fissile isotope is called the reactor fuel. Its

composition may range from natural uranium to material highly enriched in
uranium 235, Pu–239 or U–233. The basic source

Reflectar Coolant

Turbine Generatar
Steom

Control
Rods

Core
Fuel &Moderaton

Reflectar

Water

Coolant Boiler
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Schematic diagram of a Nuclear reactor system for generating electric
power.

Materials for nuclear fouels are the Uranium and Thorium. Only the U-235
present in 0.71 present by weight is fissile. 99.3 percent of U-238 and the
Thorium-232 can be converted into fissile materials.

(ii) Reactor Moderators and Reflectors—For thermal reactors, the
moderators are reflectors have the some characteristics and so they will be
considered together.

Materials which have a large slowing down power and a low  absorption
cross section are used as moderators. Light water, heavy water, graphite, beryllium
and its oxide, certain organic compounds are appropriate materials.

The ordinary water has greatest slowing down power but appreciable
neutron absorption cross section. However, it is used because has low cost and
easy availability. The best moderator is heavy water which has a very small
absorption cross-sections and the highest moderating ratio.

Both Be and its oxide are good moderators. There have small absorption
cross section and good slowing down power. High cost of Be limit its use.

Graphite has been employed as moderator or reflector in a number of
reactors because it has a very small absorptions cross section and the second
highest moderating ratio.

The materials mentioned above are not suitable for use as the reflector for
a fast reactor, because neutrons returned to the core would be slowed down. To
avoid this situation, the reflector must obviously be a material of fairly high mass
number.

(iii) Reactor coolant—Those substances, which are used to remove heat
produced in a reactor are called reactor coolant. The materials for collent may be
divided into four general categories, namely, (a) ordinary and heavy water (b)
liquid metals (c) organic liquids (hydrocarbons) (d) gases. Each type has its
advantages and disadvantages.

Both ordinary and heavy water are good coolants fro thermal reactors and
also have the advangage of serving as moderators.

(iv) Control materials—Control in thermal reactors is invariably achieved
by means of a neutrons-absorbing material. An important requirement is that
the absorber should not become radioactive as a result of neutron capture.
Cadmium is used extensively for control purposes because of its availability and
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ease of fabrication. Its drawback is relatively low melting point and neutron
capture cross section.

An alloy of silver with 5% Cd and 15% Ir may be employed as control
material. It has high melting point and neutron capture cross section.

Most common neutron absorber employed for reactor control is boron in
one form or another form. This element has high cross section for neutrons
absorption and high m-p. Boron is not used atom but is often incorporated in a
metal. i.e. with stainless steel, Al, or C.

(v) Reactor shielding—Reactor shielding play no role in the operator of a
reactor but is important component of a reactor installation. Reactor shielding
shields the hazardious radiation produced by the reactor.

In reactor operating a high powers, there are usually two shields i.e.
thermal shield and the biological shield.

Thermal shield is fairly clore to the core and consists of a few inches of iron
or steel. It absorbs nucleus of the gamma radiation. The thermal shield protects
the biological shield from possible damage due to overheating.

The biological shield is generally a layer of concrete of several feet thick
which  surrounds the reactor core and reflector. It is capable of absorbing both
gamma rays and neutrons.
Nuclear reactors are used

(i) To generate power (produce electricity)—Twelve such nuclear power
plants have been set up in our country at different places and more such plants
are likely to come up in the near future.

(ii) To produce Pu-239 and other radioactive materials. The natural uranium
which contains 99.3% of U-238 (fertile fuel) when irradiated by neutrons in
reactor converted into long lived Pu-239 (fissile fuel)

(iii) To produce strong beam of neutrons—These neutrons may be used
for making such isotopes that do not occur in nature. Naturally occuring isotopes
when kept in a nuclear reactor convested into radioactive isotopes e.g.

27Co59 + 0n1  27Co60

15P31 + 0n1  15P32

These isotopes are used in agriculture, industry and hospitals.
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2.7 Neutron Activation Analysis
Neutron activation analysis is a highly sensitive nondestructive technique

for qualitative and quantitative determination of atomic composition of a sample.
The technique was first introduced by G. Hevesy and H. Levi in Denmark

in 1936. In recent years it has become a powerful tool in many aspects of Science
and Industry. It has been particularly useful for simultaneous determination of
elements in complex samples (minerals, environmental samples, biological and
archeological objects etc.). It provided a simple alternative to much more difficult,
tendus and destructive techniques. Its main limitation in the demand for a
strong irradiation source. Elements which permit neutron activation analysis
include Na, P, Ca, Sc, Cr, Mn, Co, Cu, Zn, Ge, As, Se, Ag, In, W, Ir, Pt, Au and
many other which have large neutron capture cross section.
The principle of neutron activation analysis :

To determine the amount of a given element X in a particular sample, w
gram of the sample containing N atoms of the element be placed in a uniform
flame of thermal neutron for a time t second. The activity produced in the sample
let at be A and is given by

A N e T t   F
HG

I
KJ 1 0 693

1 2
. .

/ .... (i)

Where N = The no. of  atoms of nuclide in the sample capable of forming
radio-isotope.

 = Neutron flux (i.e. no. of neutrons cm–2 Sec–1)
 = Neutron capture cross section in cm2

t = time of irradiation of sample
T1/2 = half life period of nuclear species produced.

The weight w of the element activated by bombarding particles is given by

W = N M
6 023 1023.

N = w
M

 6 023 1023. … (ii)
M is the atomic weight of the element.
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The value of N is substituted in equation to give

A = W
M e Tv t  F

H
GG

I
K
JJ

6 023 10 123 0 692
2. .

 

or, W = MA
e Tv t6 023 10 123

0 693
2.

.
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By knowing the value of M, A, , , T1/2 and t we can calculate the weight
(W) of the element in given sample.

This method is not very sensitive. The (neutron capture cross section) is
not known with high accuracy, & the flux of particles is very difficult to measure
exactly and hence the weight (W) can not be determined with greater accuracy.
The difficulties of this method is avoided by using a comparator method. The
unknown and a known standard of similar composition are irradiated and
counted in an identical condition. Since both standard and unknown have been
treated in an identical way, the weight W of the unknown is determined as

Wt. of in unknown sample
wt. of in standard sample

Activity of in unknown sample
Activity of in sample standard


  


Alternatively, a series of known sample containy W1, W2, W3, .......... Wn of

the element and the unknown are irradiated together and from the linear plot of
W versens A, the content of unknown is determined. High cross section and high
flux increase the sensitivity of the process. The half life must be favourable for
measurement.
Application of Activation analysis

Neutron activtion anaysis has today become a highly perfected technique
for detecting and estimating a very large number of elements present in trace
amounts in a variety of samples. Some of the important applications are given
below.

(i) Activation analysis has found many application in geophysics and
geochemistry. Rocks, Soils and sand have sea, analysed for the presence of trace
elements. Meteorites have been analysed for more than 40 trace elements.
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(ii) Certain trace elements such as  Zn, Cu, Mn, Co are present in ppm
and play an important role in animal and plant life. There are analysed bythis
method white conventional methods fail.

(iii) Construction of transisters, detectors its should have very-very pure.
Traces of undesirable impurities may be determined by NAA.

(iv) Construction materials, and moderators fro nuclear reactors must be
eneptionally free from elements that capture neutrons to a significant extent.
Activation analysis provides a sensitive means for detecting such impurities.

(v) NAA is very useful in determing small amount of such elements as the
alkali metals, Sr, Ba, Ar, P in biological system.

(vi) It has bean used to investigate the toxic and nontoxic elements
present in animal  and plant organism.

(vii) It is used to estimate the oxygen in steel.
(viii) NAA is also useful in standying pollution and its control in environment.
(ix) Activation analysis techniques have proved especially valuable in the

non destructive analysis of rare archeological artifacts.
(x) Activation analysis has shown that human hair contains several trace

elements in amounts that are charateristies of the individual. Composition of
hair is determined by NAA which is specific of a person as his fingerprint.

And so many application of NAA.
2.8 Radiation Detector
G.M. Counter, Scintillation Counter.

Radiation detector—The measurement of radioactivity of substances consist
in the determination of the rate of emission of ,  and   rays by it. These
radiations are also known as ionising radiation because they are capable of
causing ionisation, either directly of indirectly. In this we consider only the
common techniques used for detection and quantitative measurement of individual
nuclear particles. A large number of radiation detectors like ionisation chamber,
Geiger Muller Counters, Scintillation Counter, emulsion detectors, cloud chamber
are used for measurement of radioactivity. These are based on the ionisation of
atoms by the changed particles.

Geiger-Muller Counter—Geiger-Muller Counter is a type of instrument
which has been widdy used widely as radiation defector . it was deviced in 1928
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by Geiger an Muller. Because the detecting portion is commonly in the form of
a tube, the names Geiger-Muller or G-M tube are frequently used.

Geiger-Miller counter operates in the region of V. of the Curve below,
showing the variation of current pulse size with the applied potential.

Geiger-Muller counters which operate in this region have sensitively to all
different kinds of radiation and the large size of the output pulse requires much
less external amplification.

Counter consist of a number of ionisation chambers with a high field
applied to one of the electrodes. As result, an enormous number of ions and
encited molecules in formed during avalanche multiplication of electrons. Intense
UV radiation is emitted by the aveited molecules and photoelectrons are excited
both from the metal of the cathode and from the molecules of the gas. The
photoelectrons induce new electron avalanches and the gas discharge rapidly
occupies the whole volume of the counter.

C is the metal chamber containing air of some other gas at a pressure of
about 10 ms of Hg. W is a fine tungsten wire stretched along the axis of the tube,
and insulated from the tube by the ebonite plugs E and E. A high voltage of
about 1000 to 3000 volts is maintained between the wire and the chamber, the
wire being kept at a positive potential. When the ionising particles enter the
counter due to ionisation, a few ions are produced. Due to the high potential
difference there ions are multiplied by further collisions. The electrons thus
produced move towords the central wire, which is equivalent to a small curent
impulse which flows through the resistance R.
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Thus the critical potential is lowered momentarily, and a sudden discharge
through the resistance R is caused. This speedy development across R is amplified
and then is allowed to operate a mechanical counter. The sudden discharge
clears the ions from the chamber and the counter is ready to register the arrial
of the next particle.
Merits :

(i) It is very sensitive, because radiative serves only to trigger or discharge.
(ii) It produces large pulse, therefore, no further amplification is required.
(iii) The size of the pulse is independent of the nature of incident radiationa.

Demerits :
(i) It does not detect the type of radiations.
(ii) It is not sensitive for shorter resolving time i.e. 10–9 size.

Scintillation Counter :
The properties of certain substances to fluoreses or scintillate (produce

flashes) when exposed to ionising radiation is called scintillation. A large no. of
scintillators, both organic and inorganic, have been synthesised for detecting
and measuring nuclear radiations. The purpose of the scintillator in to absorb
the incident nuclear radiations (  ,, ) and emit their energy in the form of light
in the near uv-blue region in a very short time of 10–6–10–9 second. These
photons are transformed into an avalanche of electrons by a photomultiplier and
finally these electorns are resolved by a pulse height analyser into different
groups.

To Vacuum
Tube

amplifier
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The following are the sequence of the Scintillation Counter.

(i) Scintillator—The commnly used scintillators are
(a) Inorganic Scintillators i.e. NaI (Tl), CsI (Tl), Bi4 Ce3, O12 (BGO)
(b) Anthracane, p-Terphenyl (C6, H5, C6, H4, C6, H5)(C6H5. C6H4.C6H5)

An ideal scintillator should have the properties of (a) high scintillation
efficiency (b) total transparent to the fluorecent radiations emitted by it.
(c) recovery time should be very short.

The ionising radiations incident on the Scintillator emites or ionises some
of the atoms of the Scintillator substance.The excited state atoms when return to
the ground state emit low energy radiation which is generally in the blue or near
uv region (300-500 nm)

(ii) Photomultiplier tube—When the photons reach the photocathode of
the photomultiplier tube, photelectrons are released. The number of electrons
emitted at the photocathode in proportional to the energy of the original incoming
particle. These electrons are accelerated towards a positively changed electrode
called dynode. The surface of the dynode is coated with caesium-antimony alloy.
These emit many secondary electrons fror every incident radiations are multiplied
by dynode. The process being repeated by successive dynodes leads to an
enormous multiplication of electrons in cascade. Some times there are as many
as 14 dynodes. Electron avalanches from the last dynodelands on the anode,
giving charge Q which finally flows to capacitor.

(iii) Spectral analysis—The discriminator sorts out the electron pulses
into channels of different energy. The detector counts and records the number
of each channel, and can print out the data.
Merits :

(i) It can detect the nature of the particles whose time of arrival are
separated by even less than 10-6 sec.

(ii) Its counting is faster than GM counter
(iii) It can measure the energy of individual particle.
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2.9 Tracer Technique in Reaction Mechanism, Industrial Process
and Medicine
Isotopes may be identified among other isotopes, by their unusual mass

and radioactivity. Either of these properites may be utilised to trace the course
of an element in various processes. An isotope used for this purpose in known as
an isotopic tracer and the element which is tabelled by particular isotope is
called as tracer element. Radioactive tracers are detected by theradiation detector
which non-radioactive tracers are detected mass spectrograph. The first emperiments
with radioactive tracers were carried out in 1913 by G. de Hevesy and F. Paneth.

Since isotopes are similar in physical and chemical properties, they behave
themselves identically is most chemical and physical processes and the isotopic
composition of the unaltered under study remains unaltered. This constitutes
the basic of tracer technique. Radioactive and non-radioactive isotopes both are
used an tracer element depending upon the investigation. Detection and
measurement of radioisotopes is easy while detective and measurement of non-
radioisotope is very difficult.

Innumerable applications of radioactive isotopes in research, industry,
medicine, agriculture and industries have been developed.
Tracer technique in reaction mechanism :

Tracer technique is used to solve the problem in the reaction mechanism
like structure of compounds, the nature of chemical linkage, the mechanism of
chemical reaction and the kinetics of chemicalreactions. The following reaction
mechanism are studied by this technique.

(i) Esterification—Ester is formed by the reaction of carboxylic acid and
with alcohol. The eliminated water in an esterification whether formed from OH
of alcohol and H of carboxylic acid and or H of alcohol and OH of carboxylic acid.
By using CH3*OH, it was found that the *O18 goes into the ester showing thereby
that it is the alcohol which contributes H and the acid the OH.

 R CH2  COOH + HO*CH3  RCH2 COO*CH3 + H2O
It could never been possible except by the method of isotopic except

labelling as otherwise all O atoms are alike.
(ii) Friedal-Craft’s reaction—Anhydrous AlCl3 is used for the alkylation

or acylation of aromatic system. These type of reactions are called as Friedal-
Craft’s reaction.

C H ClCOCH C H COCH HClALCL6 6 3 3 6 5 3   
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Theoretically the three mechanism are possible for the role of the catalyst.
It was only by using AlCl3 labelled with 36Cl tht the true mechanism was
revealed. The following mechanism was established which is noticed experimentally.

Firstly the acetyl chloride and benzene dissociate
CH3 COCl  CH3 CO+ + Cl–
C6H6  C6H5 + H+

Al*Cl3 + Cl–  Al*Cl4–

C6H5–   + COCH3  C6H5 COCH3
Al*Cl4 + H+  Al*Cl3  + H*Cl

The ratio of activity of HCl to that of the residual catalyst should be 1/3
which is observed experimentally.

(iii) Oxidation of Co By air in the presence of Catalyst M3O2
This earlier idea of reactive taking place as

CO+ MnO2  CO2 + MnO
MnO + 1/2 O2 (air)  MnO2

By using labelled MnO2 with O18 it was revealed that none of the enrichment
in O18 remained in CO2 but wholly in MnO2 indicating oxidation of CO takes
place directly in the presence of the catalyst MnO2

CO O air MnO CO MnO   1
2 2 2 2 2( ) * *

(iv) Hydrolysis—The mechanism of the ester hydrolysis can be studied by
using the stable O18 isotope as the labelled atom. The hydrolysis of an ester by
water enriched with heavy oxygen is as

O O
||  ||

   R—C—OR1 +  HOn    R—C—On + R1On
This clearly indicates that the labelled oxygen in present in the acid which

proves that the OR’ group in ester has been substituted by the *OH group during
the hydrolysis.

(v) Decomposition of H2O2 by PbO2—The reaction is as follows
PbO2 + H2O2  PbO  + H2O + O2
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The earlier idea was that each PbO2 and H2O2 provide an atom of oxygen
to produce O2 unolucule.

When 18O–labelled H2O2 was used, the resulting oxygen had all the 18O,
non remaining with the water. This show that the moleculor O2 comes wholly
from the H2O2.

(vi) Rearrangement reactors—In rearrangement reactions, an atom or a
group changes its position within the molecule. Tracer elements are very useful
for mechanism of rearrangement reactions.

The most popular method of examing the mechanism of moleuclar
rearrangement is a staudy into the intramolecular distribution of tracer atoms.
The pinacoline rerrangement proceeds by either of the two parts.

       *CH3       *CH3        *CH3        |         |         |
(a) H3C—C—CH—CH3 H3C—CH—COCH3 H3C—C——CH+CH3        |          |         |     |

        OH       HO       OH    HO
       *CH3                CH3        |                 |

(b) H3C—C——CH—CH3 H3C—CO—CH—CH3        |      |
        OH   HO

After rearrangement product in oxidised HIO, an inactive CH3I is obtained.
Since HIO oxidises the CH3 group attached to the carbonyl group, it follows that
the (a) scheme is correct.

(vii) Structure of PCl5—All the chlorine atoms in PCl5 occupy structurally
equivalent or not is judged bysythesising PCl5 by PCl3 and Cl2 labelled with its
radioisotope 36Cl.

PCl3 Cl2  PCl5
The product is hydrolysed when the following reaction takes place.

PCl5 + H2O  POCl3  + 2HCl
Experimentally it was found that all the radioctivity remained with the HCl

and none with POCl3. This show that three Cl-toms two Cl-atoms differently
attached . This agree with the trigonal bipyramidal structure. Three Cl atoms
occupy equitorial plane while two occupy axial position.

H2SO4
–H2O

*H2SO4
–H2O
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2.9 Tracer Technique in Industrial Process
Radioactive isotopes have found many applications in industry, both in

research and in process control. In most cases, the radioactivity of tracer merely
serves to define the location of a material with which  it is associated. There are
numerous problems that have been solved in this manner where conventional
methods are valueless. Other uses of radioactive nuclides depend on the scattering
of radations active they emit. Some of the industrial applications of radiotracer
in industries are as follows.

(i) The wear of surfaces e.g. of piston rings and of gears in engines, and
its prevention by means of suitable lubricants have been staudied in the following
manner. Steel piston is exposed to neutrons in a nuclear reactor, so that it
becomes radioactive. The piston ring is then fitted into the cylinder of an
internal combustion engine which is operated in the normal way with a particular
lubricating oil. By determining the radioactivity removed by the oil, the event of
wear of the piston cn be determined.

(ii) Metals in various forms, particularly as alloys of several elements are
frequently subjected to different treatment such as age-hardening, anealing,
quenching, and cold rolling. In order to understand the effects of such treatments,
it is desirable to know what is happening to the constituent elements, Radioactive
isotopes of these elements provide a simple and effective tool for following their
behaviour. The location of the radioactive species can be determined at any time
during the treatment if the alloy by making a radioautograph.

(iii) A wintune of radioactive thorium and Zinc Sulphide exhibits a more or
less permanent luminescent. This fact has been made use to make coating the
pointers and figures of clocks and watchers for rendering vitable signs.

(iv) The phenomenon of self diffusion in a metal i.e. the movement of the
atoms of a metal within the crystal lattice is determined with the help of
radioactive traces. A block of metal, such as copper, consisting of the stable
isotopes, has a layer of the same mental containg a radioisotope deposited on it
by electroplating. After subjecting the block to heat treatment, stress etc, successive
thin layers are shared off the surface and their activity measured. In this way,
the penetrations or diffusion of the radioactive atom into the stable metal can be
determined.k

(v) There are many instances in which a radioactive substance is used to
follow the motion of liquids and gases, as well as of solids. Uniformity of mixing
during the blending of gasolines , lubricating oils, greases, etc. can be readily
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observed if one of the constituents is labelled with a radioactive tracer. When the
mixing is complete, sample taken from different locations will have the same
activity.

(vi) Radioactive tracers also provide a convenient means for detecting
leaks, expecially in buried pipes carrying water or petroleum. A small quantity
of a radioactive substances is dissolved in the liquid near the point of the
suspected leakage. The actual location of the leak can then be found by means
of a sensitive gamma=ray counter.

(vii) The thickness of a material or the level of a liquid in a tank are
determined by utilising the absorption of scattering of radiation from a radioactive
source. For checking the thickness of shuts of paper, plastic, rubber and even of
metal plates, or pipes, a source of radiation is placed on one side and a detector
on the other side. The proportion of the radiation absorbed, and hence amount
reaching the detector, depends on the thickness of the intervening material
through which the radiations passes. A device of this while given continuous
record of the thickness while the machine is operating.
Tracer technique in medical sciences :

Radioactive isotopes have become a very valuable tool in the diagonosis
and under standing of manydiseases. They have proved to be particularly useful
in certain cases where coventional diagonostic procedures have not been too
satisfactory. Radioisotope have been used in the under standing of matabolic
reactions, the mechanism of the action of drugs, the location of cancerous
growth, obstruction in the flow of blood etc. Radioisotopes duly sterilized and
carefully formulated to be safe for use an humans, are described as
radiopharmaceuticals. The followings are the some uses of radioisotopes in
medical sciences.

(i) Circulation of blood—To diagonize the restricted circulation of blood,
a small quantity of sodium chloride solution in which sodium has been labelled
with sodium-24 is injected into  vein of the patient’s forearm. A gamma-ray
counter is then plced in contact with one of the feet. If the blood circulation is
normal, the presence of radioactivity is very detected in foot, it increases rapidly
and reaches a maximum value within less than an hour. If there is a circulatory
impairment of some kind, the radioactivity with increase slowly, showing that
the blood has difficulty in reaching the foot. By moving the counter to different
parts of body the position of the restriction can be located and the necessary
treatment can be applied.
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(ii) Absorption of Vitamin B12—Vitamin B12 is a complex organic compound
containg the element cobalt. It is normally stored in the liver and is released in
the blood stream as required. The vitamin has been prepared with the cobalt as
a radioactive isotope, either cobalt-57, -58, or -60 and its rate of absorption and
loss from the body has been studied with the whole-body counter. From the
results it is possible to distiguish three types of behaviour first normal, second
inability to absorb vitamin B12 from intestine and third, pernicious anemia in
which there is a deficiency of the vitamin in the blood. Whole-body radiation
measurements, with labelled vit.B12, are being used in the study of pernicious
anemia.

(iii) Goitre (Thyroiditis)—Thyroid gland plays an important role in growth
and metabolism. As against normal thyroid, the gland in some people becomes
overactive (hyperthyroiditis ) while in some other it becomes under-active
(hypothyroiditis), both conditions are indicative of unhealthy. Light dose of
radioactive iodine 131I in the form of NaI is given to the patient and y-activity of
thyroid gland in measured with a same doze and measured the y-activity. The
ratio of counts Dummy/patient is measured as compared with normal hyper and
hypothyroidites. Both patient is treated by radioiodine.

(iv) Brain Tumour Location—Brain tumours are difficult to locate. It is
known tht certain dyes s flvorescein, Rose Bengal are preferentially absorbed by
concerous cells. The technique is to label the dye with 131I as diodofluorescein ,
or   Rose Bengal and scan the entire space around the skull by counters. By this
is may be possible to locate the tumour fairly closely.

(v) Treatment of blood abnormalities—Phorphorus-32, the radioisotope,
in the form of a solution of sodium phosphate in water is used in the treatment
of some blood abnormalities, e.g. chronic leukemia, polycythemia. the
radiophosphorus is taken up by the bone marrow where the red blood cells and
some of the white cells are produced, the –particle, emitted by the phosphorus-
32 then inhibit the excessive formation of there cells.

(vi) Treatment of Brain tumors—An internal source of  -particle for the
treatment of brain tumors is obtained indirectly by utilising the (n, ) reaction
between slow neutrons and stable B-10. A suitable boron compound is injected
into a vein of the patient, the brain tumor absorbe the boron from blood stream
but the normal brain cell do not. A few minutes later, the head is enposed to
therml neutrons. The neutrons penetrate the head and interact withe B-10 in
the tumor. The –particle and litium ion can not travel very far and then lithium
ion expend all their energy as in a small volume, thereby causing destruction of
the abnormal cells in the tumor. The ether parts of brain remain unaffected.
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2.10 Summary
Nuclear chemistry deals with the studyof composition of nuclei of atoms,

nuclear model, nuclear forces, radioactive materials and nuclear reactions. There
are two important model of the nucleus. Neclear shell model and liquid drop
model. Nuclear shell model deal that the nucleons are arranged in the shells
having discrete energy like the electrons in the electronic shell. Nuclei with 2, 8,
20, 50, 82, or 126 neutrons or protons are particularly more stable called as
magic number. The nuclei having magic no. of either neutrons or protons are
comparatively more stable. Liquid drop model explain the analogies held between
a small drop of liquid ad a nucleus.This model provides the basis of semi-
empirical equation which calculate the binding energy of nuclei and atomic
masses.

Nuclear reactions are of different types and are emplained on the basis of
Bohr’s theory of compound nucleus. Nuclear reactions may be classified as (a) In
terms of overall transformation and (b) In terms of nature of bombarding particles.
The energy liberated or taken up in a nuclear reaction is represented by Q-value.
The probability or efficiencyof nuclear reactions can be defined is the terms of
cross section. Nuclear reactor is a device which carryout the nuclear fission
reaction in controlled condition and energy produced during the reaction in
controlled condition and energy produced during the reaction is utilised for the
peaceful purpose. Neutron activation analysis is a technique for qualitative and
quantitative determination of atomic composition of a sample. It is highly perfect
technique for detemination of even trace amount of element present in the
sample. Radiation (, , or –rays) detectors are the ionisation chamber, Geig-
Muller counter Scintillation counter, cloud chamber counter. Geiger-Miller and
scintillation counters are more useful to count and detect the radiations. Radioactive
tracers have been used in industry, research, agriculture, Medicine. The exact
mechanism of various reaction mechanism be determined using trace technique.
2.11 Questions for Exercise

1. Explain nuclear shell model. Writes the evidences in support of the
model ?

2. Discuss liquid drop model with their merits.
3. Derive semi-empirical mass formula and calculate the total binding

energy of a nucleus.
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4. Write the Bohr’s theory of compound nucleus. Write the difference
between nuclear reactions and chemical reactions.

5. Discuss the nuclear reactions of different types.
6. Write the difference between nuclear fission reactions and spallation

reactions. Explain the Q-value and Cross section of nuclear reaction.
7. Explain the common features of a nuclear reactor.
8. Explain the terms Moderator and reflector, Reactor coollant, controll

materials with examples.
9. Explain in details a method for determination of trace elements present

in sample.
10. How the reaction mechanism of certain reaction be established using

tracer technique.
11. Write the application of radioactive tracers in industries and medical

sciences.
2.12 Suggested Readings

1. Nuclear chemistry theory and applications—G.R. Choppin and J.Rydberg.
2. Essential of nuclear chemistry—H.G.  Armikar
3. Radio chemistry—Dr. N. Nesmeyanov
4. A source book of atomic energy—S. Glasstone
5. Concise inorganic Chemistry—J.D. Lee
6. Nuclear physics and nuclear reactors—V.E. Levin
7. Atomic physics—J.B. Rajan
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